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2 Greiner et al.: Search for GRB afterglows in the ROSAT all-sky survey
Fig. 1. Decay light curves of some observed
GRB X-ray afterglows in the 2{10 keV range
(GRB 970111: Feroci et al. 1998; GRB 970228:
Costa et al. 1997; GRB 970402: Nicastro et al.
1998; GRB 970508: Piro et al. 1998; GRB
980329: in 't Zand et al. 1998) and their cor-
responding brightness extrapolated into the
ROSAT band (scale on the right; assuming a
power law with photon index of {2 and no ab-
sorption). The horizontal line gives the sensi-
tivity of the ROSAT PSPC during one scan,
and the vertical lines mark the time windows
for the possible coverage of a GRB location by
ROSAT during its scanning mode. Thus, one
may expect an afterglow at an intensity of up
to several hundred cts/s during the rst scan,
between 0.3{8 cts/s during the second scan,
<2 cts/s during the third scan and so on.
be 122296.5 2
Æ
 days for a 100% perfect survey. With a





 days in the following. Thus, we would expect
4.6f afterglows of beamed GRBs to be detected during
the RASS.
3. Data selection and Results
We have rst produced scan-to-scan light curves for all
RASS sources with either a count rate larger than 0.05
cts/s or a detection likelihood larger than 10, resulting
in a total of 25176 light curves. (Note that these criteria
correspond to a lower sensitivity threshold as compared to
the RASS Bright Source Catalog which invoked at least 15
counts and a detection likelihood
>

15). Each of these light
curves consists of about 20{450 bins spaced at 96 min.,
with each bin corresponding to 10{30 seconds exposure
time.
After ignoring 363 light curves with negative mean
count rates (caused by incorrect background-subtraction
in our automatic procedure) we apply two conditions to
these light curves: (1) the maximum bin should have a
signal-to-noise ratio S/N>3 above the mean count rate
around the maximum (S/N is dened as dierence be-
tween the maximum and mean count rate divided by the
square root of the quadratic sum of the error of the max-
imum and mean count rates, respectively), and (2) the
mean count rate until one bin before the maximum as
well as the mean count rate for times later than 5 bins
after the maximum should be consistent with zero. This
yields 32 candidate sources. We then excluded visually (i)
sources with double and multipeak structures (4), and (ii)
sources with a rise over 2{3 bins and zero ux immedi-
ately after the maximum, e.g. like an inverted decay (3).
In addition, we investigated the available pointed observa-
tions for 3 of these candidates, and excluded all 3 sources
because we nd persistent X-ray emission at a level below
the RASS threshold. Finally, we made a correlation with
various optical, infrared and radio catalogs and excluded
sources with known counterparts as well as sources with
likely counterparts (3). After this procedure we are left
with 19 GRB afterglow candidates.
4. Discussion
Half of these remaining light curves are single peak events,
i.e. have just one bin with S/N>3 and otherwise zero count
rate. These events could be either statistical uctuations,
are stars, or GRB afterglows with a very fast decay slope.
We note that these single peak events cannot be distin-
guished from late-type are stars other than by optical
follow-up investigations, since typical time scales of ares
range between 10{60 min., just as we observe. We there-
fore divide our conclusion into two cases:
1. If the single peak events turn out to be due predomi-
nantly to are stars, then the remaining 9 multipeak
events (and light curves consistent with a power-law
decay) found versus 4 events expected is at rst or-
der consistent with the BeppoSAX picture and implies
that beaming may not be required.
2. If the single peak events are GRB afterglows then ge-
ometric beaming of the GRB emission is possible, but
at a moderate value.
In order to more accurately determine the fraction f
and thus the expected number of events, a distribution
function of power-law indices of GRB X-ray afterglow de-
cays as measured by BeppoSAX is highly needed.
We nally note that GRBs from directions within a
few degrees of the galactic plane will suer absorption,
thus compromising the sensitivity of the ROSAT detec-
tion. However, this eect concerns only a few percent of
the sky, and mainly applies to single peak events, because
any multi-peak event should have a rst peak count rate
high enough to still be detectable.
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